FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q. How does ReKRETE™ actually work?
A. ReKRETE™ is a fine, dry, grey powder
that contains natural enzymes. The
powder is small enough to enter the pores
of the concrete. Upon contacting
hydrocarbons (oil, grease, fuel, hydraulic
fluid etc) the ReKRETE™ starts breaking
down the molecules and removing the
stains. ReKRETE™ is not an absorption
product, it is a cleaner.
Q. Can people walk or drive over
ReKRETE™ while it is being applied?
A. Yes. It is safe to walk or drive on
ReKRETE™ while it is being applied. The
benefit is that areas being treated (such as
driveways and car parks) can remain open
for business.
Q. Will ReKRETE™ damage paint lines,
concrete, metal or plants?
A. No. ReKRETE™ is completely safe and
environmentally friendly. It only works on
hydrocarbons (oil, fuel etc).
Q. How long before I will see the results of
using ReKRETE™?
A. ReKRETE™ starts work immediately.
After applying ReKRETE™ you will see
an immediate improvement to the
concrete because of the coloured powder.
The enzymes in ReKRETE™ take time to
breakdown the complex hydrocarbon
molecules, so it will be 24 hours before a
significant improvement is seen.

For an obligation free
demonstration, or more
information on how your slippery,
ugly, environmentally hazardous
oil stained concrete can be
cleaned with ReKRETE™
Waterless Concrete Cleaner
contact:

ReKRETE

™

Waterless Concrete Cleaner

Biological Oil Removal
ABN: 352 2437 1569

John Murrell
m: 0400 849 030
e: info@bio logicaloilremoval.com.au
w: www.biologicaloilremoval.com.au
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Transform your slippery,
ugly, oil stained concrete
with
ReKRETE™ Waterless
Concrete Cleaner.
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John m: 0400 849 03 0
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